We discuss the basic ideas behind a Japanese to American Sign Language Translation System for the Japanese users, which assists Japanese Deaf people to communicate. Our discussion covers two main points. The first describes the necessity of a Sign Language Translation System. Since there is no "universal sign language" or real "international sign language," if Deaf people should learn at least three languages: they want to talk to people whose mother tongue is different from their owns, the mother sign language, the mother spoken language as an intermediate language, and the sign language in which they want to communicate. The second describes the use of computer, especially WWW which is very popular today. As the use of computers becomes widespread, it is increasingly convenient to study through computer software or Internet facilities. Our translation system provides Deaf people with an easy means of access using their mother-spoken language. It also provides a way for people who are going to learn American sign language to look up new vocabulary. We are further planning to examine how our system could be used to educate and assist Deaf people.
Introduction
Although monolingual sign language dictionary systems for American, Spanish, Japanese and others have already existed, there is none to translate each sign languages. In this paper we describe a Japanese-to-American sign language translation system. This system contains Japanese indices to American signs. We have made the first trial Japanese-to-American sign language translation system. We plan also to develop this translation system further to facilitate access and language acquisition for sign language learners.
Recently some digital sign language dictionaries are available either through Internet or digital devices. Many of those utilize animation to show the sign language despite animation's reputation for being friendly for beginners but inadequate at showing each sign in detail. In sign languages, it is important to display the face expression and also the specific finger movement. Motion pictures introduce how signs are used in each sign language structure and present clear, explicit directions. So we decided to use human motion pictures instead of animation in order to show each sign in more detail.The maximum length for a regular paper is 12 A4 pages, and that for a short paper is 8 A4 pages, including Acknowledgements and References.
American Sign Language(ASL) & Japanese Sign Language(JSL)

2.1.American Sign Language(ASL)
American Sign Language (ASL) is a complex visual-spatial language that is used by the Deaf community in the United States and English-speaking parts of Canada [Nakamura (1)]. The number of ASL users is almost 5 hundred thousand. It is the native language of many HearingImpaired people, as well as some hearing children born into Deaf families. ASL is derived from the native American sign language with some words taken from French sign language. ASL shares no grammatical similarities to English and should not be considered in any way to be a broken, mimed, or gestural form of English. In terms of syntax, for example, ASL has topiccomment syntax, while English uses Subject-Object-Verb.
2.2.Japanese Sign Language(JSL)
There are two main sign languages in Japan: "Japanese Sign Language," and "Japanese Oral Sign Language." The former is used by Deaf people and the latter is mainly used by volunteers and is a pidgin signed Japanese, often used in formal situations, lectures, speeches. The main difference between the two is the sequence of the words. The syntax of "Japanese Sign Language" is like spoken English using Subject-Verb-Object, and the syntax of "Japanese Oral Sign Language" uses spoken Japanese order, that is, Subject-Object-Verb. In this paper, since we deal only with a sign language word dictionary and not with syntax, we will use the word "JSL" to refer to both Japanese sign languages in this paper.
2.3.Language Selection
As mentioned in the previous section, in terms of syntax, ASL has more in common with spoken Japanese than with English. For example, in spoken English, they say "What is your name?," while ASL signs "name"+"what," whose word order is completely the same as oral Japanese. On the other hand, the word order is "what"+"name" in JSL, which is more alike spoken English. That is one of the main reasons for us to focus on ASL for a bilingual dictionary. Another reason is that ASL is the fourth most commonly used language in the U.S.A. We assume that it is easier than learning another sign language for those who already know Japanese Sign Language (JSL) and are going to learn a second [Nakamura (2)]. Further, according to some TV programs and newspaper reports, JSL is recently becoming more popular among Japanese. So we decided to provide a bilingual dictionary for those who wish to learn JSL and ASL.
Problems of Digital Dictionaries
3.1.Problems of Spoken Language Digital Dictionaries
Recently many digital dictionaries are available on Internet or on CD-ROM. Some of the electronically accessible bilingual dictionaries and corpora include: English-French, GermanEnglish, Albanian-Spanish, English-Romanian, Greek-Russian, English-Spanish, English-Russian, English-Estonian, English-Hungarian, and EsperantoEnglish. These on-line dictionaries are easy to access by just viewing an Internet dictionary site.
Almost all of these dictionaries are for the people who can read and write their mother language smoothly and not for those who have some disability in their mother tongue. It is reported that the mother tongue for those who were born deaf is sign language, especially for those born into a Deaf family. The problem for those Deaf children is that it is difficult for them to learn the spoken language for their country. Since their mother tongue is sign language, the spoken language becomes their second language. When they want to learn another foreign language, they have to learn the spoken foreign language first, and then, the second foreign sign language to communicate (Fig. 1) .
3.2.System Language
Recently, many translation sites are available on WWW. Many of these sites are utilizing Javascript Language as to build the translation pages. Not only to give animation or motion on the WWW sites, but also it is very usuful to build especially sign language Web site to use Javascript Language. Because Javascript divides us easy construction ways and also appropriate application methods to represent the sign language motion. So our system is written by JavaScript. Fig. 2 shows our system configuration. As you can see, we can search American sign language sentence by just inputing Japanese words. Now our translation system acquires only 6 words maximum for each sentence. Once you choose words in Japanese order, our system will show you the corresponding American Sign Language sentence using Web browser.
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When this translation system starts up, the word list displays the languages the user can select (Fig.  3) . As you may see the alphabeticla word list in Figure 3 , users can make a sentence which contains maximum 6 Japanese words. Upon inputing of a sentence, the translated American Sign Language signs are shown Fig. 4 . 
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